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Increasingly 111e hear the lament that Americans don't really have a 
civic spirit anymore. There is a pervasive view that in earlier 
times 111e 111ere far 110re willing than 111e are today to help one 
another and to beo me involved in causes and public issues • 

.Actually, the past was not as good as 1:.ement>e1:ed and the present is 
far better than perceived. 

A far larger proportial and many more parts of oor populatial are 
involved in camunity activity today than at any time in oor 
history. We organize to influence every conceivable aspect of the 
human comi tial and are willing to stand up and be oounted al 
aJmos+-any public issue. We organize to fight zoning changes, 
a,wrove bond issues, oppose or propose abortial, inprove garbage 
collectial, exp-,se overpricing, enforce equal rights, or protest 
wars. 

As ccntrasted to those so caJJed "good old days", in very recent 
times 111e have successfully organized to deal with a vast .array of 
human needs and aspiratials ... rights of wcmen, cooservatial and 
preservatial, learning disabilities, CXJnflict resolutiai, Hispanic 
culture and rights, educatiai al the free enterprise system, the 
aged, voter registratial, the envirament, Native Americans, the 
dying, experimental theatre, internatiooal Unl8rStanding, dnmk 

* With acknowledgement to an ACl'ICN poster "Voluntarism is Good for 
the Calstitutiai• 
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driving, populatioo cootrol, neighborhood enp:,werment, cootrol of 
nuclear i;x,wer, coosumerism, and oo and oo. Our interests and 
activities extend £ran neighborhoods to the ozone layer and beyond. 

It is inp:>rtant to our national rorale that 'ille recognize and 
rejoice in the fact that 'ille the people still care and still have 
enorm::>us influence oo our lives, our ccmrunities, the country and 
the world. 

It is also inp:>rtant to realize that this active citizenship and 
ccmrunity service now reflect every segment of our society. What 
had largely been the province of the upper classes and then of the 
upper and middle classes has finally broadened to include all of 
us. we a.,,e a tremendous debt to Dorthea Dix and her kind and to 
the ccmrunity leaders who served so many causes; but the grandest 
cheers should be reserved for the here-and-now when participatory 
democracy has truly cx:me alive with all parts of the pcp1Jat.ion 
joining in the traditioos of service and reform. 

There are rore young peq,le, rore men and rore older peq,le. 
To the surprise of all who have matter of factly assumed that with 
so many w::men now in the workforce that it's harder to find female 
volunteers, the tJatPY reality is that there are rore w::men serving 
as volunteers. Indeed, recent Gallup surveys provide the 
fascinating informatioo that the -wanan who works for pay is rore 
likely to volunteer than the -wanan who does not. 

In a revealing piece oo the inp:>rtance of volunteering by w::men in 
the workforce, Rhoda M. Dorsey, President of Goucher College, 
explains that she and an increasing number of managers will not 
hire or praoc,te w::men who don't have good records as volunteers 
because they lack experience, exposure and ccmnit:ment. 

She says: 

•~e and 11Dre corporatioos are becnning aware of the added 
value that enpl.oyees who volunteer bring to their jobs. In 
marked cootrast to twenty years ago, the majority of 
America's volunteers now also hold full tine jobs. The Bank 
of America even evaluates its enployees for pranotioo based 
in part oo their ccmruni ty involvement. 

There's a reason that oorporatioos encourage their enpl.oyees 
to volunteer. They know that volunteer work can break the 
routine of daily life and perk up interest and enthusiasm oo 
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and off the job. The fact is that a person without outside 
interests is a very flat individual indeed. He or she is not 
the kind of persoo I'm interested in spending 111.lCh time with 
in or out of the office. 

The young l«:.mell who aspire to the corporate boards of 
t:al0rrow need to start establishing their track records 
today. Volunteer 'WOrk can provide visibility, experience, 
and confidence. But, more irlp:>rtant, it can offer a very 
special brand of fulfillment not found at 'WOrk or at hane. 
Networking is just a small part of the story. Paying 
society back in sane small way for all that we receive from 
it is the real 'bottan line'." 

Every time I focus on this voluntary sector, I am more aware and 
encouraged that camunity service is a characteristic of our total 
population. Ninety percent of all giving in this country canes 
from individuals. Just about half canes fran families with incanes 
un:ier $30,000. Nine out of ten adults are regular givers, and more 
than half are regular volunteers. 

Twenty million Americans give five percent or more of our incane 
to charity and twenty-three million of us volunteer five or more 
hours a week. The tithers are still the quintessential models 
of our caring society, but we should all at least be "fivers" -
of IIIXleY and time. , 

We are the only country in the 'WOrld where giving and volunteering 
are already pervasive characteristics of the total society. It is 
absolutely essential to our organized neighborliness and to our 
success as a civilized people to build on that participation. 
"Fiving" is rrM the basic measure of our personal fulfillment of 
camuni ty responsibility. 

Beyond the figures and enumeration of the many causes served it is 
irlp:>rtant to recognize what these opportunities for 
outlets and pluralistic problem solving mean to the kind of people 
we are. I sul:tnit that all this voluntary participation strengthens 
us as a nation, strengthens our camunities and strengthens and 
fulfills us as individual human beings. 

The historian, Merle Curti, says, "Ellphasis on voluntary initiative 
- has helped give America her national character •••• " 

In doing the book, America's Voluntary Spirit I reviewed a great 
many of the major reform movements and what canes through in all of 
them is how IIUCh they contributed, not just to social change, but 
to the sPirit, empowerment and freedom of people and country. 
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What canes through again and again is that the participatioo, the 
caring, the evidences that pecple can make a difference do add 
ll'Ollderfully to the spirit of our society. There's a marvelous 
piece done by Inez Haynes Irwin in "The Last Days of the Fight for 
Wc:men' s Suffrage." Again and again she canes back to the spirit 
of those wanen, not only in deciding oo the task and accarplishing 
it, but what their success meant to them as human beings. "They 
developed a sense of canradeship for each other which was half 
love, half admiratioo and all reverence. In SUllllling up a fellow 
worker, they speak first of her 'spirit,' and her 'spirit' is 
always beautiful, or noble, or glorious -. • 

It becanes so wonderfully clear that when pecple make the effort, 
not ally are causes and pecple helped, but Sallething very special 
~ for the giver too and in the cait>inatioo, the camunity 
and the natioo take oo a spirit of caipassioo, canradeship and 
coofidence. 

Beyond the urgent causes and crusades, the independent sector 
si.Jlply provides pecple a chance to do their own thing - to be 
different - to be a bit freer - to be unique. In the book, The 
Endangered Sector Waldemar Nielsen SU11111arized the variety of -
interests that Americans freely pursue through their voluntary 
organizatioos: 

If your interest-is pecple, you can help the elderly by a 
c:ontributioo to the Grey Panthers, or teenagers through the 
Jean Teen Scene of Chicago1 or young children through your 
local nursery school1 or everyooe by giving to the Rock of 
All Ages in Philadelphia. 

If your interest is animals, there is the ASPCA and 
Adopt-a-Pet1 if fishes, the Izaak Walton League7 if birds, 
the American Haning Pigeon Institute or the Easter Bird 
Banding Associatioo. 

If you are a WASP, there is the English Speaking Unioo and 
the Mayflower Descendants Association; if you have a still 
older associatioo with the oountry, there is the Redcliff 
Chippewa Fund or the Musel.UII of the American Indian. 

If your vision is local, there is the Cook County Special 
Bail Project and Clean Up the Ghetto in Philadelphia; if 
natiooal, there is America the Beautiful; if global, there is 
the United Nations Association; if celestial, there are the 
Sidewalk Astronaners of San Francisco. 

If you are interested in tradition and social continuity, 
there is the society for the Preservatioo of Historic 
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Lammarks and the Portland Friends of Cast Iron Architecture; 
if social change is your passion there is camon Cause; and, 
if that seems too sober for you, there is the Union of 
Radical Political Econanists or perhaps the Theatre for 
Revolutionary Satire. 

If your pleasure is llllsic, there is a supermarket of choices 
- fran Vocal Jazz to the Philharloonic Society to the 
American Guild of English Hand Bellringers. 

If you don't know quite what you want, there is Get Your Head 
Together, Inc. of Glen Ridge, New Jersey. If your interests 
are contradictory, there is the Great Silence Broadcasting 
Foumation of California. If they are ant>iguous, there is 
the Tanbstone Health Service of Arizona. 

You and other recent generations have taught us how essential it 
is that people be able to do their own thing and to have greater 
control of their own destinies. Whether it's expressed as doing 
one's own thing or empowerment, we are all now rigidly alert to the 
value and the joy of having cptions and alternatives, and having 
the power of citizens to experiment, to influence and, where 
necessary, to reform. 

In essence, we have been painfully relearning the fundamental 
lessons of our ancestors, that independence - of persons and of 
societies - is the pre-eminent value. 

That lesson has cane so hard for many of us that we have becane 
suspicious and wary of any interconnections that in any way might 
detract fran our independence. Aloog the way of our learning, we 
became skeptical, bordering on cynical, about m::,st of our 
institutions, even those created to serve or unite us. We want a 
religious experience, but are cool toward organized religion. We 
want denccratic government to serve the <XJ111n1 need, but are 
frightened and critical of the bigness of it. We want 
philanthropy and voluntary organizations for the supp::,rt of our 
causes, but we don't want any self-amointed groups to define the 
public good. 

We are aware how many of our aspirations and problems require 
joint action, but we are not oomfortable with cocperation. 

What has ha:i;pened is that our attention to independence has vastly 
out-distanced our attention to the interdependence so necessary to 
alllOSt everything we want to accaiplish. 

I suggest that we have now cane to the absolutely essential next 
stage, which involves building a capacity for interdependence that 

. . 
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will enhance, not stifle, our uniqueness as individuals and as a 
society. 

Perhaps the m:ist urgent challenge faced by all of us who are 
trying to find solutions to staggering public problems is to build 
or rebuild institutions capable of representing the 
interdependence of so many diverse people. This will depend on 
whether educated men and women understand how this country really 
11110rks and how IlllCh the future depends on their grasp of the balance 
between independence and interdependence and on their willingness. 
to get involved. 

As the long-term Director of the Mental Health Association, I 
watched a growing and maturing process as people with greater 
freedan and roobility searched for stability in a society that seems 
to be in agonizing flux and a 11110rld that seems to be spinning 
utterly out of control. 

We say we feel powerless or frightened or overwhelmed. Everywhere 
there's evidence of our ubiquitous search for new schemes, 
philosophies and lifestyles that might help us cx,pe, survive and 
maybe even be happy • 

.ltll of these problems IIIIOUld probably lead to my own depression were 
it not for the distinct glow of hope that I see caning up on the 
other horizon. We may be at a loss to know what to do with the 
increased independence and freedan nest of us have, but at least we 
have it, and at least the search for nore enlightened standards is 
widespread. 

John Vasconcellos, a young California legislator, has contributed 
to my understanding of the chaos of our times by describing it as 
a period of "hl.Dllail revolution." In Vasconcellos's terms, this 
revolution involves a change in our basic assumptions and a 
challenge to many of our basic institutioos. He says that the 
encouragement is "not so nuch that institutions are breaking down, 
but that people are growing up. n 

One of the very first lessons of this latest revolution for 
independence is that people need and want the discipline of 
values in their lives. Fulfillment relates to a values system, and 
independence relates to the 11110rth of our interdependence. 

In just one generatioo we have cast off laws and attitudes that 
cg,ressed at least our minds, learned that freedan in the form of 
enpty excesses doesn't get us very far, and are now learning that 
the intelligent use of that freedan is to allow individuals and 
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cannunities to tailor-1llake the rore enlightened discipline that we 
do want to govern us. 

There are abundant evidences that people are seeking ways to 
achieve growth. The best-seller lists are heavy with self-help 
books. Many new groups are organizing to help expand our human 
experience am our cq;iing mechanisms, new religions are being tried 
am old religions are reorganizing to find better ways to reach 
out, am rore am rore of us are experimenting with transcendental 
meditatioo, biofeedback, relaxatioo response, assertiveness 
training, E.S.T., mind control, reality therapy, psychocybernetics, 
transactiooal analysis, Zen, "I'm o.k. you' re o.k." am we are 
even learning to screech the primal scream. we are also turning to 
altogether new lifestyles such as a return to nature, cannunes, 
voluntary sinplicity am other arrangements in which we might find 
greater stability, peace am fulfilllllent. 

The CX.11mu11 deraninator in all of these experiments is a searching 
for better ways to identify for oneself what the basic values are, 
am to build s~rt for our own efforts to live our own true 
values. 

Though each search produces an individual framework of values the 
end result of alllOst all such explorations is that the individual 
am society find their .2!fil understaooing am their .2!fil 
articulatioo of such basic values as honesty, kindness, loyalty, 
fairness, sacrifice, discipline, peace, love am service. The new 
religions have in c:umu11 with Jesus, M:>ses, Muhalllnad am Buddha 
that whether it's the Bible, Old Testament, Koran, Ccxnnaooments, 
Torah or contenp:>rary equivalent. Goodness remains basically the 
same am provide the greatest CJE,IX>rtunity for personal fulfilllllent. 

For reasons revolving around self 2!: cannunity, a predictable 
outcx:me of IIOSt painstaking searches for meaning will include a 
self imposed ccmnitment to service. It is also predictable that 
though people who get involved with service open themselves to 
frustratioo am disa~intment, -through it all am after it all
those IIDllents of helping others am of making change happen for the 
better are am:::og our lasting joys. 

When arr.I of us take inventory of the meaning of our lives, these 
special experiences of service have to be am:::og the high points. 
Happiness is, in the end, a sinple thing. Despite how catplicated 
we try to make it or the entrapnents we substitute for it, 
happiness is really caring am being able to do sc.mething about the 
caring. 

In the coomunity sense, caring am service are giving am 
volunteering. As far back as the twelfth century, the highest 
order am benefit of charity were described by Mainonides in the 
Mishna Torah: "The highest degree~ than which there is nothing 

. -
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higher, is to take hold of a Jew who has been crushed and to give 
him a gift or a loan or to enter into partnership with him or to 
find work for him, and then to put him on his feet so he will not 
be dependent on his fellcM man." 

In a world just forty years relOClll'ed fran the slaughter of six 
million Jewish human beings and still rampant with disease and 
other indignities of the vilest form and breadth, there is roan for 
concern and caring, charity and volunteering. Indeed, in this 
still JIOllil9 deloocracy there is total dependence on citizen 
determination to preserve the freedans so recently declared and to 
extend them to all. 

The problems of conteq,orary society are rore canplex, the 
solutions rore involved and the satisfactions rore obscure, but 
the basic ingredients are still the caring and the resolve to make 
things better. Fran the sinplicity of these have a:me today's 
exciting efforts on behalf of humanitarian causes ranging fran 
equality to environment and fran health to peace. 

In the course of these efforts there is at work a silent cycle of 
cause and effect which I call the "genius of fulfil.l.ment," meaning 
that the harder people work for others and for the fulfil.l.ment of 
inp)rtant social goals, the rore fulfilled they are thenselves. 
Confucius expressed it by saying that "Goodness is God," meaning 
that the rore good we do, the happier we are, and the totality of 
it all is a supreme state of being. Thus, he said, God is not only 
a Supreme Being apart fran us, but a supreme state of being within 
us. 

A simpler way of looking at the meaning of service is a quotation 
fran an epitaph: 

What I spent, is gone 
What I kept, is lost 

But what I gave to charity 
Will be mine forever 

Whether we want to express the meaning of service in involved ways 
or prefer sinpler forms doesn't really matter. It can be charity 
or enlightened self-interest or people's humanity to people. 
These are all ways of describing why we serve, why service provides 
sane of our happiest nanents, and why the good that we do lives 
after us. 

President Harry Truman is reported to have suggested that the best 
person to ask for advice or opinion should only have one arm. 
People like that, he said, are least likely to respond "Well, on 
the one hand this, but, on the other hand, that." 
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So, let me be very definite and conclude this way: 

The deroocratic CClll)SCt was recently beautifully but bluntly 
restated by John w. Gardner: 

"Freedan and responsibility, 
Liberty and duty -
That's the deal." 

The United States is the longest-lived deroocracy in the history of -
the world. , 

This democracy has provided alm:>st all of us with greater freedan 
and opportunity than any natioo of human beings has ever known. 
Am:::ng the crtx:ial factors that foster and preserve that deroocracy 
and those f,.eedats are active citizenship and personal ccmrunity 
service. 

No citizen - particularly, no educated citizen - can presume that 
fostering active citizenship to prol.a1g our longest lived democracy 
to extend those glorious freedans to those who cane after us, is 
scmeone else's business. 

Along the way of our service to others and COlllllllllity, we learn that 
a~ large side benefit is an enorm:ius sense of personal 
satisfactioo, personal purpose and personal worth. 

Thus, it is absolutely obvious to me that active citizenship and 
oamunity service are essential to your own constitution and I know 
they are essential to the Constitution we all share. 


